We compute the distribution functions for gluons at very small x and not too large values of transverse momenta. We extend the McLerranVenugopalan model by using renormalization group methods to integrate out effects due to those gluons which generate an effective classical charge density for Weizsäcker-Williams fields. We argue that this model can be extended from the description of nuclei at small x to the description of hadrons at yet smaller values of x. This generates a Lipatov like enhancement for the intrinsic gluon distribution function and a non-trivial transverse momentum dependence as well. We estimate the transverse momentum dependence for the distribution functions, and show how the issue of unitarity is resolved in lepton-nucleus interactions.
Introduction
The problem of computing the distribution functions for gluons at very small x is an old one [1] . The gluon (and quark) distribution functions are computable in perturbation theory at large values of x, but at small x one encounters a so called Lipatov enhancement. The precise computation of this enhancement is subject to much uncertainty primarily because at some point in the evolution the density of gluons becomes so large that there are mutual interactions of the gluons which are ignored in the BFKL equation. In addition, the behavior at small x also involves knowing the distribution function at small Q 2 , and again non-perturbative information seems to be needed.
Recently a different framework was advocated for the computation of the gluon distribution functions [2] . The starting point of this approach is to view a hadron not as a collection of a small number of partons, but rather as a system with finite parton density. In the high density situation the natural way to describe the soft gluons is not as quasi-free particles, but as classical fields with large amplitude. These classical fields are generated by classical color charges which represent the valence partons. Once the high density effects are resummed into the classical fields one may apply weak coupling methods to calculate quantum corrections. In this approach, high gluon densities which prove so problematic in the BFKL context are a prerequisite for the description of the parton content of a nucleus wave function via classical gluon fields.
A consistent separation in field and particle like degrees of freedom can be performed most easily in the infinite momentum frame. The object of computation is the intrinsic x and p ⊥ contributions to the infinite momentum hadronic wavefunction in the light cone gauge. Distribution functions are given as
in terms of the intrinsic parton distributions as computed by taking the expectation value of the number operator in the state of interest.
In the infinite momentum frame the valence partons are strongly Lorentz contracted. If we then look for spread out gluon fields at x ≪ A −1/3 interactions between valence partons and soft gluon fields eikonalize which indeed allows us to take the particle limit for the fast moving partons. Here A is the baryon number of a nucleus. For a hadron, x ≪ 1. The hadron will indeed appear as an infinitesimally thin sheet on the scale of wavelengths associated with the momentum fraction x. (We will later see that we will have to regularize this source by giving it a large but finite momentum and a longitudinal extent of order R/γ where R is its size in the rest frame and γ is its Lorentz gamma factor. We will find that nothing in leading order of our computations depends upon the details of this regularization.) In addition, for a thick nucleus, since the number of sources of charge per unit area scales as A 1/3 , we may view the valence partons (quarks) as classical color charges. Therefore, somewhat paradoxically the simplest problem to start with is computing the gluon distributions for a very large nucleus.
We will find later that at very small x, the glue as well as valence quarks contribute to the charge density seen by a gluon. The gluons which contribute to the charge density are all gluons with an x larger than the x of the gluon whose structure function is being measured. Therefore the consideration discussed above for nuclei will apply to hadrons when at sufficiently small x so that the number of gluons at larger values of x is large. The advantage of nuclei is that large densities of charge are generated at larger values of x, and therefore lower energy per nucleon, than is the case for a single hadron.
A solution of this problem would be useful in a variety of contexts. The approach we advocate involves knowledge of the nuclear wave function and is somewhat related to the approach of Mueller for heavy quarkonia [3] . Our approach in principle allows the resolution of various phenomenological problems which arise in the parton cascade model of particle production in heavy ion collisions [4] . These models provide the initial condition for hydrodynamic calculations [5] . A model which builds in the space-time structure we advocate and uses the information we have generated for the infinite momentum frame wave functions is given in Ref. [6] .
The theory which results at the classical level is basically a Yang-Mills theory in the presence of a source
The measure which generates the expectation values of gluon fields, corresponding to distribution functions is
where S is the ordinary gluon action in the presence of the external current J. The parameter µ 2 is the valence color charge per unit area (scaled by a factor 1/(N 2 c − 1)). In leading order, the expectation value is given by a classical field which is a solution of the Yang-Mills equation
which is then averaged over different values of ρ
In the limit where the gluon field generated by these valence quarks is treated classically, the gluon field is a non-Abelian Weizsäcker-Williams field, and has the form
and
The field α i S is a two dimensional "pure gauge"
The physical justification for the non-Abelian Weizsäcker-Williams field is that because the source of charge is confined to a thin sheet, the solution must solve the free equations of motion everywhere but on the sheet. The solution is therefore a gauge transform of zero field on either side of the sheet. The discontinuity of the fields across the sheet gives the charge density.
It was suggested by McLerran and Venugopalan that this simple model should give a decent approximation for the soft glue distribution function. It turns out, however that the corrections to the distribution function calculated in this way are large at small x. Technically there are two sources for these corrections, although both have the same physical origin.
First, as we will show the behavior of the correlation function calculated in this simple minded approach is singular at small p ⊥ . The flaw in the treatment of Ref. [2] was that the source of charge was not treated as an extended distribution which tends to a delta function only in the infinite momentum limit [8, 9] . Physically it is clear that the charge density is indeed spread out on the scale of the characteristic longitudinal momentum of the hard particles which generate this density.
The second source of large corrections is basically the same small x enhancement as in standard perturbative calculations. As was shown in [7] the quantum corrections to the distribution functions calculated in terms of the classical fields become large at small x, the enhancement factor being the infamous α log 1/x.
The main goal of this paper is to show that the two corrections are physically related and to outline a solution to both problems. We will show that the small x enhancement arises from quantum fluctuations with large longitudinal momentum. We show that such configurations may be successively integrated out by using renormalization group techniques reminiscent of the Wilson block spin method. This approach can also be interpreted in terms of the adiabatic or BornOppenheimer approximation extensively used in atomic physics. Integrating out hard quantum fluctuations is equivalent to including the harder gluons into what we call the charge density ρ in Eq. (1.3) while calculating the distribution of the softer glue. It therefore leads to "renormalization" of the charge density and endows it with nontrivial and calculable longitudinal structure.
This modified, momentum dependent distribution of source strengths leads to infrared non-singular correlation functions. We argue that the result is sensitive only to the average charge squared per unit rapidity per unit transverse area of the source.
The outline of this paper is as follows:
In section 2 we study the classical problem of computing the fields associated with a source of charge which is extended in x − . We find the general solution to this problem in light cone gauge. We compute the resulting distribution functions assuming that the source is random in x ⊥ and x − , but with a weight of charge squared per unit rapidity per unit area which is specified.
In section 3, we show by using the renormalization group techniques how to generate classical fields at some rapidity scale y. This involves perturbatively integrating out modes at larger values of rapidity (smaller values of x − ). This integration generates an effective Lagrangian which has a self similar form, namely that at each step of the procedure it is similar to the McLerran-Venugopalan model but with a charge per unit area which is rapidity dependent. We show that this effective theory is equivalent to that discussed in section 2. We derive the renormalization group equations for the charge squared per unit area per unit rapidity as measured at some transverse momentum scale Q 2 and rapidity y =
, where y 0 is the nucleus rapidity, and x − 0 ∼ R/γ. The calculations in this section rely on several simplifying approximations, which we discuss.
In section 4, we study the renormalization group equations for the charge squared per unit rapidity per unit area as a function of Q 2 and y. This equation is closely related to the usual evolution equations for distribution function which appear in standard perturbative treatments. It can be viewed as a nonlinear version of DGLAP equation. We show that for p ⊥ much larger than the momentum scale associated with the charge squared per unit rapidity integrated over all rapidities larger than that at which we measure the structure functions (which we will refer to as χ(y, Q 2 )), the nonlinearities in the RG equation become unimportant. In this regime the equation basically describes the double log DGLAP evolution. At lower momenta our equation can be thought of as a nonlinear variant of the BFKL equation, although to make the relation precise one would have to consider some virtual corrections in addition to those accounted for in our derivation. At low transverse momentum, we show that the evolution equation saturates. We discuss the consistency issues which are necessary for a solution of this equation within the set of approximations for which our derivation is valid.
In the final sections we summarize our results. We show how our results are consistent with unitarity in deep inelastic scattering. We estimate the total cross section at fixed Q 2 as x approaches zero. We argue that a computation of the charge squared per unit rapidity per unit area would allow a computation of the total multiplicity in hadronic interactions. We discuss the possible universality of our results and their possible generalization to the description of nucleons at small x. We discuss some of the many problems which are not yet solved within the approach advocated in this paper. 
We will be also using matrix notation, e.g. ρ = ρ a T a , where T a are the normalized hermitian generators of the SU (N c ) group in the fundamental representation, 2Tr
In the original McLerran-Venugopalan approach [2] , the source strength was assumed to have the form
and to be distributed with the Gaussian weight
where µ 2 is the charge per unit area.
The solutions to the Yang Mills equation in A + = 0 gauge have vanishing A − . Their transverse components A i are determined through
together with
It was argued that the solution was of the form
In this solution, the commutator term in Eq. (2.3) was ignored since it involves the commutator of the field at the same point in x − .
Ignoring the commutator term is however not justified. It is clear that this term in Eq.(2.3) is very singular and involves a product of δ(x − ) and θ(x − ). To make sense of this structure, we must understand the evolution of the field across the delta function singularity. This can only be done if we know the structure of the source in x − . In fact, as shown in [8] ignoring this problem leads to infrared singular distributions.
Let us introduce the space-time rapidity variable
which will be useful for x − > 0. We will assume that the source strength is non-vanishing only for positive x − , and we will work in a gauge where the fields − A i vanish for x − < 0. The rapidity y 0 is the momentum space rapidity of the nucleus, and the parameter x − 0 is the typical Lorentz contracted size of the nucleus x − 0 ∼ R/γ. In the next section, we will use renormalization group arguments to show that there is a non-trivial induced source strength extending beyond the volume occupied by valence partons which is driven by gluon modes at longitudinal momentum larger than that at which we measure the gluon distribution. This is parameterized by some strength of charge squared per unit area per unit space-time rapidity µ 2 (y, Q 2 ), and by the charge per unit area at rapidities greater than y
The parameter Q 2 appears because we must specify at what value of Q 2 we are measuring the distribution function. It has precisely the same meaning as in perturbative QCD calculations, namely the transverse scale at which a parton is resolved [10] . It should not be confused with the intrinsic transverse momenta of the fields.
Accounting for the space-time rapidity dependence of the source strength, we therefore are lead to consider the distribution
In this equation, ρ is the charge density per unit transverse area per unit spacetime rapidity 2 . In the previous work we took great pain to argue that the charge could be treated classically on transverse scales which are large compared to the density of partons per unit area. This was because on this scale there is a large number of partons contributing to the source, and therefore the charges were in a large dimensional representation of the color group. This allowed a classical treatment.
The longitudinal structure is a new ingredient. Why can we still approximate the partons (gluons) that couple to soft glue by a classical source? The physical reason is easy to understand: for these high momentum gluons the coupling is weak, so that to change the field (the soft glue) by a correction of order one, one must have many (hard) gluons contributing. In the next section, we will see that the induced source of gluons is in fact slowly varying in rapidity
Again, we will see this justified in more detail in the next section.
2 The parameter µ 2 (y) controls the magnitude of the fluctuations of the charge density at fixed rapidity y. Since there is no charge density at rapidities greater than the rapidity of the nucleus y 0 , the function µ 2 (y) should vanish for y ≥ y 0 . The rapidity integrals in Eqs. (2.7), (2.8) are therefore effectively cutoff at this upper limit.
Therefore these sources of charge come from an extended region of space-time rapidity with a typical contribution at a rapidity far greater than that of the field we are computing. The source will therefore appear to be infinitesimally thin in the variable x − .
We must solve Eq. (2.3) in the presence of source with a prescribed rapidity dependence. This is best done in terms of the rapidity variable y introduced in (2.6). Eq. (2.3) becomes
In this equation, because of the extended structure in rapidity, the term which involves the group cross product of two A i fields cannot be ignored.
The formal solution to this equation can be found by introducing the line ordered phase
representing a parallel transport operator along a straight line at fixed x + and x ⊥ connecting y to ∞ (x − = 0). Recall, that due to vanishing of the transverse magnetic field (F ij = 0), the vector potential should be a "two dimensional pure gauge". We let therefore
This leads to the equation for Λ
The above equation may be solved directly numerically. Imagine we have a grid in rapidity y and transverse coordinates. We define the lattice spacing in rapidity as a y . The above equation can be written as
The solution at y depends only upon the function Λ at larger values of rapidity. This equation may therefore be solved iteratively starting at some maximum y max beyond which the source vanishes.
It turns out, however that we do not need to know an explicit solution in order to calculate the distribution function. For that we have to perform the integration over the source strength ρ(y, x ⊥ ). Let us change the variables in the path integral Eq. (2.8) from ρ(y, x ⊥ ) to Λ(y, x ⊥ ). The Jacobian of this transformation does not − depend on ρ. This is easily verified noting that the Jacobi matrix is triangular in y and due to the y orderings involved in the relation between ρ and Λ has no interactions on the diagonal. We find therefore that for any function O(ρ)
Since the classical fields A i are given as explicit functions of Λ, and our aim is to compute the distribution function
this form of the path integral is very convenient.
We first note that
Now we perform the integrations over Λ by expanding the path ordered phases. It is most conveniently done by expanding the exponentials to first order on the rapidity grid with grid spacing a y . This is a valid procedure as long as the function µ 2 is regular in the sense that lim ay→0 a y µ 2 (y) = 0. We then perform all possible contractions with the propagator corresponding to the Gaussian weight in the path integral over Λ. Let us group together terms of the same order in the coupling constant. In zeroth order we have
Some comments are in order concerning the inversion of the operator ∇ 4 , since there is an infrared singularity in the inversion. Recall that the sources of interest ultimately arise from individual nucleons. Therefore all effects of sources die off at transverse size scales larger than 1/Λ QCD . The charge itself averaged over such transverse size scales also vanishes. This means that the Green's function should be defined with boundary conditions that ensure its vanishing at distance 1/Λ QCD . In other words, whenever an infrared cutoff is needed for proper definition of an inverse of a differential operator, it should be taken of the order of 1/Λ QCD . We will see that the quantities of physical interest are only very weakly dependent upon this non-perturbative length scale, but nevertheless such dependence does not disappear entirely.
Here and in all that follows, we will define
where γ(0) denotes an (infrared divergent) constant which ensures the vanishing of this Green's function as x ⊥ approaches the infrared cutoff 1/Λ QCD . Fortunately, the correlation function we will calculate below does not depend on the value of γ(0) and the only infrared sensitivity that remains is through the logarithmic term in Eq. (2.19).
In the first order, a quick computation gives
In this equation, N c is the number of colors.
Similarly, in n ′ th order, we find
The tadpole terms which take care of subtractions of γ(0) appear through the normal ordering of the path ordered exponential. This calculation can be found in Appendix A.
We can now sum the series and find a representation for the correlation function as (assuming y > y ′ )
where χ(y, Q 2 ) is the total charge squared per unit area at rapidity greater than the rapidity y introduced in (2.7).
Finally, for the distribution function we get
This correlation function has an amusing structure. At small transverse distances where γ approaches zero, the correlation function tends to the perturbative correlation function, that is its value in lowest order in an expansion in g 2 . At short distances, the theory is perturbative.
At large transverse distances (but of course still much smaller than 1/Λ QCD ), the correlation function dies off like 1/x 2 . It's Fourier transform at small momenta therefore behaves as This is in contrast to the behavior at larger transverse momentum where this correlation functions rises like 1/k 2 ⊥ as k ⊥ decreases, in agreement with the perturbative result. The correlation function is therefore much softened at small k ⊥ . This behavior is shown in Fig.1 The characteristic momentum scale which differentiates between the non-perturbative and perturbative regions is k
, that is g 4 times the charge per unit area at rapidities greater than the rapidity at which the correlation function is measured 3 . This non-perturbative regime is nevertheless a weak coupling regime. Only when k 2 ⊥ ∼ Λ 2 QCD does the coupling become strong, and weak coupling methods can no longer be used.
It is worth noting that the dependence upon Λ QCD is very weak. At large transverse momenta the Fourier transform of the distribution function G does not depend on Λ QCD . At large separations there is saturation, and there is again no dependence upon Λ QCD . The dependence is really only in the region of very small momenta (k ⊥ ≪ α s χ), where our approximation is in any case not valid.
This result is almost consistent with the structure which was advocated by McLerran and Venugopalan [2] . They had argued that at small transverse momentum, the above correlation function should approach a constant. It does up to logarithmic corrections. (The line of reasoning in [2] was however incorrect since it was based on an analysis of an equation that did not properly handle the induced charge associated with the gluon field, that is the [A i , ∂ + A i ] term in the equation which determines the gluon field in terms of the external charge density).
Renormalization Group Improved Charge Distribution and Gluon Field
In previous work, it was shown that radiative corrections to the distribution functions computed in the McLerran-Venugopalan model are large [7] . The first order correction comes from the diagram, Fig.2 .
The modification of the distribution function is of order α s ln(1/x) ln(k ⊥ /α s µ) at large k ⊥ and small x. For k ⊥ ∼ α s µ, the natural k ⊥ scale in the problem, the corrections are of order α s ln(1/x). In any case, for small values of x, these corrections become large and cannot be ignored.
In this section, we will set up a renor- malization group procedure that sums up these corrections. The method of analysis is the following: We first consider the bare McLerran-Venugopalan model at a fixed valence charge density, and a fixed ultraviolet cutoff in the longitudinal momentum P + . Physically P + is of the order of the longitudinal momentum of the nucleus. It sets the scale of size for the longitudinal extent of the nucleus.
The renormalization group is implemented by considering the effective Lagrangian at a scale of momentum k + much less than P + but where α s ln(1/x) ≪ 1. To generate this effective Lagrangian, we integrate out quantum fluctuations with momentum k + ≤ q + ≤ P + . This procedure, as will be seen generates a new effective Lagrangian of the same form as the original one, but with an additional charge squared per unit area. The typical scale of fluctuation of this additional charge squared per unit area is µ 2 (y, Q 2 )dy where dy = − ln(x) and Q 2 is a typical transverse momentum resolution scale at which the gluon distribution is ultimately measured.
Since the form of the Lagrangian is unchanged under integration of these high momentum modes, except for the overall scale factor µ 2 , the procedure can then be repeated and yet lower momentum modes can be integrated out. Importantly, as long as the coupling constant is small and also α s ln(x 1 /x 2 ) is small the quantum fluctuations can be integrated out perturbatively, so that the computation is controlled. This perturbative treatment considers fluctuations around the classical solution in the region of the phase space which is being integrated out, as small. It is important to realize, however that the classical solution itself in this region of momenta is changed relative to the one at the previous step of the RG procedure. This is because it solves classical equations in the presence of the additional charge µ 2 (y, Q 2 )dy. This allows us to generate an effective Lagrangian at some scale of x ≪ 1. This is in a region where the naive McLerran-Venugopalan model would have broken down.
Analogously, we can also allow the transverse momentum cutoff Q 2 to be changed independently by a renormalization group transformation. This corresponds to perturbatively integrating out quantum modes in a phase space region with transverse momenta between Q 1 and Q 2 . This latter RG transformation is the counterpart in our approach of the standard perturbative renormalization group scaling.
In the process of doing these transformations we develop a set of renormalization group equations for µ 2 (y, Q 2 ). These equations determine the rapidity and Q 2 dependence of this parameter.
We also determine the equation for the gluon field. It will turn out that this equation is a little more complicated than that in the previous section, since the induced charge depends upon the gluon field strength squared at the previous step of the renormalization group analysis. We argue that it should be a reasonable approximation to replace this field strength squared by its average value, in which case the equations described in the previous section can be derived. There are corrections to this approximation which are in principle computable. It is precisely this approximation which makes the fluctuations in the charge density uncorrelated in space-time rapidity. Inclusion of these corrections will induce correlations. These correlations will however on the average not contribute to building up the charge density.
It should be noted that there are other sources of correlation in longitudinal phase space. These arise from the classical field itself which is recomputed at each stage of the renormalization group analysis. Although it is true that the source of the color field is largely uncorrelated, for a given source, there are still long range correlations built into the color field which would yield non-trivial multiplicity correlations in rapidity.
Since the process closes under iteration, it is sufficient for us to show how we integrate the degrees of freedom as the Lagrangian changes scales in the Nth to the N+1st step of the renormalization grouping. This is what will be demonstrated below.
We begin our analysis with the McLerran-Venugopalan action
where
We are of course working in A + = 0 gauge. Now suppose we have a solution to the classical equations of the form
It is understood in the above expressions that the longitudinal delta function (as well as theta function) is regularized on the scale 1/P + N . Here P + N is the typical longitudinal momentum of the fluctuations which have been integrated out in the previous step of the RG. At the very first step, of course P + is the typical momentum associated with the nucleus or hadron. Clearly, the knowledge of the precise structure of the charge density on the scales of order 1/P + N is necessary to determine the behavior of the classical solution at these scales.
However, in the following we will only need to know the structure of the solution at longitudinal momenta much smaller than P + N . This is so even though we will integrate over the fluctuations in the entire momentum range
where P + N +1 ≪ P + N , but is still large enough so that α s ln(P + N /P + N +1 ) ≪ 1 (here α s is evaluated at the scale χ and χ is assumed to be χ ≫ Λ QCD ). The reason is that the dependence on the upper cutoff is only logarithmic, and the bulk of the contribution comes from much smaller momenta. To leading order therefore the results do not depend on the precise behavior of the classical field at the upper cutoff scale. Such is the magic of the logarithm, which enamored so many field theory practitioners. At momenta far below the cutoff the classical field does indeed have the structure
, which is equivalent to Eq. (3.3).
To compute the effective action, we must integrate out the fluctuations around the classical solution. So long as we only generate an effective action at a scale k + , so that α s ln(P + N +1 /k + ) ≪ 1, then these fluctuations are small. We therefore have three types of fields to consider. There is the classical background field, the small fluctuation field at the scale of interest and the fields at lower momentum scale. We need only keep terms in the action which are at most quadratic in the small fluctuation field. We will denote these fields in the following manner:
The field A N cl will be the classical background field. The label N refers to the N ′ th step in the renormalization group procedure. This classical background field will be modified as the renormalization group procedure iterates. We will also write
In this equation, as mentioned before the step function is a step function on distance scale larger than that which we have previously integrated out.
There are the small fluctuations fields at the step N which are within the momentum range that we integrate out. We will refer to these fields as δA N Finally there are the fields which are fluctuations around the classical solution at momentum scales much less than that where we perform the integration. These fields are not small. They are denoted as A N .
The contribution to the effective action associated with the small fluctuation field is
In this equation, the momenta k + and p + are in the range between the cutoffs P
The momentum k +′ is typically much softer than the lower cutoff, and therefore also much softer than k + . The quantity D We have approximated the linear term in the small fluctuation by keeping only the eikonal part of the interaction vertex, that is the coupling between the transverse components of the hard field and the minus component of the soft field. This will generate an effective action with only + components of currents affected by integrating out the high momentum modes. The terms we neglected are suppressed by factors k +′ /k + and are sub-leading in the small x region.
It is also understood that the transverse momenta of all the fields in Eq. (3.6) are bounded from above by some transverse cutoff Q. This is consistent with both, the BFKL approach, where all transverse momenta are roughly the same, and the leading log (or double log at small x) Altarelli -Parisi evolution, where the momenta are bounded by the momentum of the external probe. By imposing such a cutoff we restrict ourselves to transverse momenta which are not parametrically large. This point can be appreciated by examining the Feynman diagrams. Consider for example the diagram that gives the leading correction to the distribution function beyond the classical field approximation. It is depicted in Fig.2 . The corrections of this type with arbitrary number of insertions of the background field have been calculated in [7] . For our present purposes it is enough to consider the classical field expanded to first order in the charge density ρ. The diagram then is precisely the same as that of the standard perturbation theory. After the integration over the frequency k − is performed, the correction to distribution function is proportional to
The transverse momentum integration in this expression is cutoff not at the scale k 2 ⊥ (which is of the order Q 2 ), but rather k 2 ⊥ /x, which at small x is a very large scale. Physically the part of the integration region above k 2 ⊥ corresponds to emission of jets which are much harder than the probe. Precisely the same problem is encountered in the standard perturbative treatment [11] . These processes have to be considered separately, and at this point we will disregard them.
Eq.(3.6) looks very suggestive. Introducing the notation
we see that the linear coupling term between the soft field and the hard fluctuation is of the form
We would therefore like to integrate in the path integral over those components of the fluctuation field δA, which are "orthogonal" to δρ. In other words we would like to change variables from δA ib to δρ a and some X a , and integrate over X. In fact to get the result to the leading log accuracy it is not necessary to do it explicitly. Since δρ is linear in the fluctuation field, and the integral over the fluctuation is Gaussian, it is clear that the result of the procedure described above will be of the form
Here M is the contribution of the determinant which arises in the Gaussian integration over X. To the leading logarithmic accuracy this contribution can be ignored. This amounts to neglecting the loop corrections with all particles in the loop having the longitudinal momentum in the same range P + N ≤ p + ≤ P + N −1 . Corrections of this type do not give large contributions at small x [11] . It was also shown in the previous analysis [7] , that such contribution could be ignored at small x for modifications to the Weizsäcker-Williams background field.
The matrix δχ ab (x, y) is given by δχ ab (x, y) = 4i
To proceed further, we need to know the structure of the propagator of the hard fluctuations D N . Since the longitudinal momentum scale in the propagator is large we can use a no recoil, or eikonal approximation to incorporate the effect of interaction with the softer fields A N − . The calculation is given in Appendix B.
In the eikonal limit, the propagator is
In this equation, A − adj and hence the path ordered phase is in the adjoint representation. In the phase, the dependence upon x − can be ignored since the function is slowly varying on scales of the typical size corresponding to 1/k + . Here we have taken K + as the momentum conjugate to the difference of coordinates x − − y − , and for soft fields with longitudinal momenta smaller than that of the fluctuation δA. In terms of Feynman diagrams this corresponds to summation of the diagrams of the type depicted on Fig.3 . In fact, the propagator D N also depends on the background field α a i (x ⊥ ) and this dependence is important in parts of the phase space. These contributions are of the type Fig.4 . We will come back to this point and discuss the importance of these terms later. Temporarily, however we will disregard them in order to make the discussion conceptually simpler.
As for the soft insertions, the following remark is in order. The propagator depends only on the minus component of the vector potential. On the classical solution discussed in the previous section, this component vanishes. It is therefore only the fluctuations of A − around the new classical solution that contribute to D. Since these effects are higher order in the coupling constant, we will ignore them to this order. Again, these corrections too are important at low transverse momentum. This point will be addressed in section 5.
With these approximations the fluctuation propagator becomes very simple. The fluctuation of the charge density δµ 2 is time (x + ) independent and local in the transverse directions
Note, that since our fields have a built in cutoff on the transverse momentum, the α(x ⊥ )α(x ⊥ ) actually should be understood as averaged on a transverse scale size
We now make the approximation
The averaging in Eq. the distribution of ρ. We believe this approximation should be adequate to describe the RG flow of χ, especially at large Q. The fluctuations of ρ are very short range in the transverse direction. On the other hand the fields α are slowly varying, its transverse correlation length being of order 1/g 2 χ. There is therefore very little correlation between ρ(x ⊥ ) and α(x ⊥ ) at the same point. Also, due to slow variation of α(x ⊥ ) in space, approximation of α 2 (x ⊥ ) by an x ⊥ -independent constant should be good with accuracy g 2 χ/Q. Although this approximation is true on the average, it ignores some of the correlations which are built into the longitudinal structure. It would be very important to study corrections to this approximation or better yet to fully incorporate the structure of Eq. (3.13) in the solution to the problem. This is left for further study.
We get therefore, that the change in the charge density is governed by the parameter
Here G aa ii (y, k ⊥ ) is the transverse Fourier transform of the gauge field propagator Eq. (2.23). The variation of χ due to the change of the transverse cutoff is also easily calculated
The change in the effective action is therefore
Now we identify some typical space-time rapidity for our source with the momentum space rapidity. We expect that y space−time ∼ y mom . Let us define
where the the right hand side is the momentum space rapidity shifts induced by integrating out the different scales. We will see that the left hand side has an interpretation of the space-time rapidity. The rapidity y 0 is the beam rapidity. We see that the equation for the evolution of χ generated by our renormalization group procedure can be written as
This equation can be either formulated as a BFKL type equation, when one does the integral of Q first, or as a DGLAP type equation if one does the integral over y first [14] . Notice that it is a non-linear generalization of both equations, since the right hand side of the equation is a function of χ. where S is the area of the nucleus. What our analysis has shown is that the change in charge squared is entirely due to the change in the number of gluons due to new phase space opening up. Of course this is a non-linear problem in general since the source of charge changes the classical background field in a non-trivial way.
Let us also define
Now we must compute the change in the classical field. Since the change in the classical field is small, we see that if we write
we can linearize the equations for δA cl N . We find that δA − N +1,cl = 0 and that
In this equation, δ N (x − ) means a delta function on the scale of our new classical field, that is as a regularized distribution it has its support on the scale 1/P + N . Now we define δA cl N to vanish on the scale of the old classical field. Therefore only the first term survives.
Upon identifying the index N with the space time rapidity, we see that our classical equation solves the equation we posited in the last section that
(The easiest way to see this is to break up space-time rapidity into discrete intervals. Identify an index with each interval. Precisely the renormalization group equation for the field results.)
We also see that the path integral measure for the fluctuating field is what we postulated in the previous section, with one caveat: We have omitted some contributions which on the average vanish in their contribution to the induced χ. These terms generate non-trivial correlation in rapidity beyond which we compute. We will not further discuss their inclusion here except to note that they in principle are computable, and should be included at some point.
RG Equations for χ(y, Q

)
We now discuss the renormalization group Eq. (3.19). This equation determines how the color charge per unit area scales with rapidity and a transverse resolution scale size Q 2 .
The consistency of our analysis requires that the solution to the renormalization group equation only involves information in the region where our approximate methods of computation are valid. It could easily happen that the region of interest in transverse space after several steps in the renormalization group procedure might drift to some value where our approximations are no longer valid. This might happen if at some rapidity y, the relevant typical values of Q 2 became of order Λ 2 QCD or became much greater than µ 2 (y, Q 2 ) where our classical source size approximation breaks down. It is plausible that the region of integration for the solution of the equations involves primarily the region of interest, since this is physically where the field originates, but we have no proof. In addition, the region of large Q 2 where our classical methods no longer apply is probably correctly treated even though the derivation above breaks down. In this region, the fields are weakly coupled, and our expression derived by classical means appears to be correct even in this region, to leading order in coupling.
The renormalization group equation may be formulated in the DGLAP form by first integrating over y as
It may be written in the BFKL-like form as
Note that this is a nonlinear equation. The dependence of its right hand side on χ is determined by the solution of classical equations.
At this point we want to return to discussion of the terms that we have neglected in deriving Eq. (3.19), namely the contributions of the diagrams of Fig.4 , with insertions of hard background field. From the perturbative point of view those correspond to modifications of the gluon distribution due to mixing between the two particle and multi-particle (higher twist) operators. These diagrams can in principle be taken into account by using instead of the free propagator in Eq. (3.11) the full propagator in the external field as calculated in [7] .
Although this calculation has yet to be performed, it is easy to understand qualitatively the main modifications it will bring about. First, even with the inclusion of the background field the additional charge density δρ will remain static. This is due to the fact that all the internal lines in the diagram Fig.4 have the frequency (p − ) of the order of the on-shell frequency corresponding to the longitudinal momentum P
It is much smaller than the on-shell frequency of the external line with momentum k + . From the point of view of the emitted particle, therefore the coupling is always to the static source. The main effect of these extra insertions will be to modify the right hand side of Eq. (3.19) by adding to it terms nonlinear in (α)
2 . This effect however will be significant only for Q of order g 2 χ. Physically, the diagrams of Fig.4 describe an emission of the soft particle with transverse momentum k ⊥ by a classical field α i (x). Clearly, as long as the transverse momentum of the emitted particle is larger than the inverse correlation length of the field, the particle is emitted locally. In this case the emission probability depends only on α 2 (x) at the point of emission. In the local limit therefore the effect of these corrections will be of order α 2 (x)/k 2 ⊥ . At large Q the main contribution to the distribution function comes from large k 2 ⊥ , and the correction due to nonlinearities is therefore negligible. At Q of order g 2 χ and smaller, the contribution of the diagrams in question is important. However, in the saturation regime Q ≪ g 2 χ they do not change the behavior qualitatively. In this region there is practically no running of χ with y. The reason is, that since the correlation length of the classical field is of order (g 2 χ) −1 , the phase space for emission shrinks to zero at these values of momenta.
The qualitative features of the solution of our RG equation are these. In the region of large Q 2 , the equation approximately linearizes to become
This is precisely the double logarithmic approximation to the DGLAP equation [14] . It would be solvable if it were not for the dependence of α on χ. If we hold this fixed, we get approximately (assuming that χ is a slowly varying function of y at some Q 2 0 ) that
The dependence of α s upon χ will of course modify the solution.
In the region of transverse momenta in the vicinity of the crossover scale α s χ the nonlinearities in the renormalization group equation become important. It is likely, that one of the effects of this will be that the transverse phase space in this region will be a very slowly varying function of Q 2 . It is then more convenient to turn to the form Eq. (4.2). Assuming this to be the main effect of the nonlinearities, and approximating the transverse phase space by a constant P , we can write the solution as
This has the BFKL -type behavior, growing as a power at small x. To calculate the value of the constant P we would have to include virtual corrections which have been neglected so far.
Finally, in the saturation region where Q 2 ≪ α 2 s χ(y, Q 2 ), the right hand side is constant up to logarithms. Here the solution is to a good approximation
where κ is some slowly varying function. There is little change until (y 0 −y)Q 2 /χ 0 becomes of order 1.
Unitarity, Total Multiplicity and Summary
The issue of unitarity in deep inelastic scattering is related to the x dependence of
at fixed Q 2 as x decreases. We have seen that at fixed p ⊥ , there are two separate regions for dN/dxd 2 p ⊥ . The first is at large p
. In this region, the integral above is xG(x, Q 2 ) ∼ ln(Q 2 )χ(x) up to factors of logarithms of µ. As x decreases, this is a rapidly rising function of 1/x.
At some point, for any fixed Q 2 , the parameter χ will become ≤ Q 2 . At this point, we are in the small p ⊥ region for the computation of dN/dxd 2 p ⊥ . In this region, dN/dxd 2 p ⊥ ∼ ln(p ⊥ ) up to factors of ln(χ) (It would be useful to determine these factors more accurately and actually compute the cross section in this region, but again this is beyond the scope of this paper.) Here the structure function xG has at most a logarithmic dependence upon x. There is therefore no obvious contradiction with unitarity. The dependence of xG on Q 2 is also amusing, rising like some power of Q 2 up to logarithms, until saturating at χ.
The total multiplicity produced in hadron-hadron collisions at x may also be estimated. Here we return to rapidity variables. On scaling grounds alone, the multiplicity of produced gluons per unit area should be dN g /dyπR 2 ∼ χ(y, η ∼ 1). These gluons after production interact at high relative energy, and therefore largely elastically. The number of gluons should be approximately conserved. Later as a quark-gluon plasma is formed, the system expands approximately isentropically, so that the total number of gluons produced should be roughly the same as the number of pions.
At this point, we do not have a full solution of the renormalization group equation in hand. Suffice it to say that one expects rapid growth of the parameter χ as x decreases at large p ⊥ . This should be much faster than a power of a logarithm of beam energy. The reason that this growth does not violate unitarity is because it is arising from an enhanced contribution at larger transverse momenta.
The typical transverse momentum in this picture will go as the square of the multiplicity per unit area. The total deposited energy density at a typical formation time t ∼ 1/χ will be of order χ 4 . All of these functions are expected to be asymptotically somewhat rapidly rising functions of energy.
To summarize: The results of this work are extremely suggestive. We have presented a picture of low x gluon structure functions which has many of the intuitive features normally associated with the pomeron. The calculation presented here should be improved however in many aspects.
We have made several drastic approximations in deriving the renormalization group equation. Let us once again point those out.
First, we have neglected the virtual corrections. Those are generated by the diagrams on Fig.3 when one contracts the external legs. Formally, as we mentioned in section 3, those are higher order in fluctuation and for that reason would seem to be sub-leading. However, some of these diagrams are known to contribute to the BFKL equation, and therefore must be important at least in some kinematic regime. This suggests that the generic form of the effective action which we have relied on, Eq. 
In the next step the integration over the fluctuations of B leads to the effective Lagrangian for C
In the second term the brackets denote averaging over the fluctuation of the field B.
We see therefore, that the integration over the fluctuations in the range of momenta between P + N −1 and P + N , not only generates the additional charge density δρ N , but also modifies the fluctuation amplitude of the charge density ρ which is generated by the higher momentum modes k
This modification is only important for the coupling of the density ρ to the fields with momenta m + ≤ P + N , since only in this case the longitudinal phase space is large and the correction factor γ is proportional to log(1/x). In terms of Feynman diagrams this calculation corresponds to the virtual corrections of Fig.5 and the factor γ is directly related to the so-called non Sudakov form factor [11] .
It is important to note, that even though the form of effective Lagrangian Eq. (5.5) is not precisely the same as considered in section 2, on the classical solutions where A − = 0 the two indeed coincide. The solution considered in section 2 is therefore still applicable to the modified Lagrangian. The net effect of the virtual corrections is to modify the running of the effective charge density χ(y) through the change in the right hand side of the renormalization group equation Eq. (3.19 ). This effect is calculable, and should indeed be calculated, but this is beyond the scope of this paper. We will only note, that since these virtual diagrams do not play any role in the perturbative double log DGLAP treatment, and our renormalization group equation reduces to it in the limit of large Q, we expect these extra corrections to be important only in the nonlinear regime Q ∼ α s χ.
As a second approximation we ne- glected the insertions of the hard background field. This was discussed in the previous section, where we have argued that these corrections are also unimportant at large Q. Again, in principle these corrections are calculable if we employ the full fluctuation propagator in the background field, as calculated in [7] .
The third approximation in arriving to Eq. (3.19) was to replace the square of the classical field by its average. This lead to the absence of correlations in rapidity for the density fluctuations. This approximation is also expected to be good for large transverse momenta, where the emission of soft field is local in transverse coordinates and therefore the additional density δρ is practically uncorrelated with the density coming from higher rapidities. At transverse momenta of order of the inverse correlation function of the classical field this approximation should break down.
Clearly, the treatment of the nonlinear region Q ≤ α s χ in the present paper is very rudimentary. It is in great need of improvement, and we intend to address this problem in future work. In fact, at small transverse momenta the very notion of the momentum cutoff Q is highly questionable. The density -density correlation which is given by the diagram Fig.2 , in momentum space is a very slowly varying function of the transverse momentum at k ⊥ ≫ α s χ. It depends on the momentum logarithmically. In this range of momenta one can therefore approximate it by a constant. In our calculation precisely this is achieved by introducing the cutoff Q and using the eikonal approximation for the propagator D N , which results in a local correlator of density in the transverse coordinates. At momenta of order α s χ, however the correlator changes rapidly. Approximating it by a constant with some transverse cutoff should therefore result in an error of order one. A more careful treatment will bring about nontrivial transverse correlations of the charge density. One should therefore expect, that an improved treatment of low transverse momenta region will modify the distribution for density fluctuations such that nontrivial transverse as well as longitudinal correlations will appear. The effective Lagrangian which would generate the classical solutions will be of the form
In fact, in a general case there is no reason to expect that the weight will be Gaussian, so that the weight function µ could itself depend on ρ.
It remains to be seen how large in fact will be the effect of these improvements. We believe, that although quantitatively it should be significant, the qualitative picture presented here will be confirmed. If the above issues can be answered in a satisfactory way, then one can proceed to a detailed computation of hadronic interactions within this approach. Deep inelastic scattering from nuclei and DrellYan production in heavy ion collisions might be computed. The initial conditions for nucleus-nucleus collisions might be found in detail, The fluctuation spectra and correlations between fluctuations would also do much to verify the above picture. It would be very useful to have data on the structure functions directly by using nuclei in HERA.
with the correlation function
The function γ is given in Eq. (2.19) and as discussed in section 2 is infrared singular. The leading dependence on the infrared cutoff resides in the constant term γ(0). Fortunately, all terms containing γ(0) cancel in the expression for the correlation function. To understand how these cancelations work in (A.3) let us first consider the normal ordering of individual link operators first. To do so, let us break up any link operator from y to ∞ into "infinitesimal factors"
In the large k limit each U ym,ym−1 covers an infinitesimal piece of the total path with a fixed length ∆ = y m − y m−1 . Due to the locality of (A.3) in y it is clear that there will be no contractions between different factors in this product. For an individual factor however we may expand and perform the normal ordering 
The expectation value of the product of normal ordered fields we dubbedG does not contain any contractions within the individual U 's. This is now easily evaluated order by order and then resummed. Expanding the U 's to zeroth order, we havẽ
In the first order, a quick computation gives Similarly, in n ′ th order, we find
Summing up, multiplying the tadpole factors and then performing the remaining y ′ andȳ ′ integrals now allows us to write an explicit expression in which the leading infrared divergence cancel. Assuming y >ȳ the result is The quantity χ(y, Q 2 ) is the total charge squared per unit area at rapidity greater than the rapidity y.
B The eikonalized propagator
In this appendix, we will derive an expression for the vector field propagator in the eikonal approximation. We will solve the equation of motion for the hard fluctuation field in the presence of external soft vector potential. Throughout this analysis we neglect the effects of the classical background field.
We start with the transverse component of the Yang-Mills equations:
and write the total field A µ as
where δA µ is the hard field describing the fluctuations with high longitudinal momentum and s µ is the soft field with small longitudinal momenta only.
We assume that the only large momentum in the problem is the longitudinal momentum of the hard field δA i . Therefore, in the equation of motion for the hard field we keep only those terms which involve derivatives of the hard field with respect to x − , the coordinate conjugate to large momentum p + . The equation of motion for the hard field then becomes:
To calculate the propagator we need to find eigenfunctions of the operator D − (s)∂ − . In order to do this we write The integration over p − is straightforward and gives a factor proportional to θ(x + − y + ) for positive p + . To get the propagator in momentum space, we Fourier transform with respect to relative and center of mass coordinates, x − − y − and z − ∼ (x − + y − ) to get:
where K + and k + are the momenta conjugate to (x − − y − ) and (x − + y − ) respectively. For negative K + we get the same expression above with the argument of the theta function switched around and a relative minus sign.
